TMG Replacement Guide
Your guide to replacing Microsoft Forefront
Threat Management Gateway
By Chris McCormack, Senior Product Marketing Manager
and Angelo Comazzetto, UTM Product Manager
During one of the most active periods for hackers and cyber threats in IT
history, Microsoft has quietly brought its Forefront Threat Management
Gateway (TMG) to a dead-end. There are plenty of firewall solutions
out there that claim to offer a reasonable alternative, but you need
to cut through the marketing rhetoric from vendors to find a capable
replacement for TMG. This TMG replacement guide covers some key
areas of Microsoft’s TMG—and explains how Sophos Unified Threat
Management (UTM) can provide a clear path forward and improve your
network protection.
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Simplify Licensing and Deployment
When evaluating potential TMG replacements, be sure to understand the various licensing
and deployment models offered. Be careful to understand what products you need to
achieve a TMG equivalent, their deployment options, and feature availability in various
models. Some vendors try to upsell their high-end firewall products by only offering
advanced features at premium prices. And, some vendors are exclusively hardware or
software—or offer limited or no Hyper-V support. Be sure to find a solution that not only
meets your needs today but can meet future needs as well.
Sophos has invested significantly in making things simple. From how you buy, to
deployment and management; every feature is available on every model and for every form
factor. You simply choose the model with the performance required for the size of your
network, and add the FullGuard license to enable all the protection options you need, with a
single license.

"Sophos UTM does
not only replace
the TMG but also
brings a number of
new benefits that
will help improve
your businesses
security"1

You’ll find that Sophos UTM is unique in the security industry. It offers the broadest range
of deployment options available. You can select from a range of purpose-built security
appliances. Or you can deploy Sophos UTM on your own hardware—such as the server you
were using for Microsoft TMG itself.
If you’re not quite ready to repurpose your TMG hardware, you can start by running
Sophos UTM on any virtual platform, like Microsoft Hyper-V, without losing any features or
functionality at all. Sophos UTMs can also be easily deployed in Amazon’s Virtual Private
Cloud, allowing you to start moving to the cloud at your own pace, without having to fully
invest all at once. Our interactive wizard closely resembles TMG’s and makes initial setup
easy.

Choose how to deploy

Hardware
A full range of hardware appliance
models are available to fit any
business, with all features available
in all models.
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Virtual
Sophos UTM's run in Microsoft
Hyper-V, KVM, VMware and Citrix
virtual environments allowing
you to get the most out of your
virtualization investment.

Software

Cloud-based Appliances

The Sophos UTM is also available as
a software appliance that can easily
install on the server you're using
for TMG today, saving you from any
additional hardware investment.

Using Amazon Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC), you can run the appliance
in the cloud. Or, you can use the
Amazon VPC connector on the
appliance at your office for secure
and robust access to your Amazonhosted resources.
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Secure Firewall, Intuitive Management
The core of any secure gateway solution is the firewall, which was a key strength of
TMG. Make sure the vendor you choose offers a proven and trusted solution backed by
solid network security engineering. Also look for a solution that offers you similar, if not
better ease-of-management than what you experienced with TMG. Don’t settle for cryptic
management consoles that have you reaching for the manual every time you need to make
a change.
As you’ve probably discovered with TMG, over time you can easily end up with thousands of
rules that make it difficult to audit your configuration and secure your system. Sophos UTM
eliminates the clutter easily and elegantly. It takes advantage of a central object model
that lets you make changes across the entire installation with simple edits. You can make
groups of rules that have multiple sources and destinations, and even create rules that
adapt to changing network conditions so you can be sure your connectivity continues. This
cuts down the number of rules and makes them much easier to manage.
With our mantra of “security made simple,” Sophos has a strict focus on making security
simpler without compromising on features or flexibility. With Sophos, you’re working with
a vendor that has 25 years of experience securing businesses. The Sophos UTM firewall
combines the best in performance with powerful configuration options and intuitive
management.

"The layout of
the Sophos UTM
firewall interface
is sufficiently
similar to that
of TMG so that
you won't feel
as if you've gone
through the
looking glass
into a whole new
world."2

TMG Administrators will feel right at home with Sophos UTM's firewall rules. However, they can
take advantage of the UTM's powerful object model to make management simpler and easier
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High Performance, Advanced Protection
TMG offers a variety of IPS, web, and protocol filtering options. TMG’s IPS options cover a
variety of common attacks, while its web malware filtering evaluates web traffic against
known virus and malware signatures, with occasional updates as needed. You’ll find this is
fairly common in the industry. Unfortunately, it’s generally not adequate against threats that
use obfuscation and polymorphism to change with each incident or request.
When evaluating alternatives, look beyond each vendor’s simple checklist of filtering options
and focus more on the performance and scope of the scanning taking place. Find a solution
that improves on TMG with real-time traffic scanning against thousands of patterns. What’s
even more important is where the threat intelligence is coming from, and how often it’s
updated.
With Sophos, the SophosLabs Live Protection Network provides around-the-clock threat
analysis to continuously monitor IPS, malicious websites, web malware, spam, app control
and more. Live Protection tracks global issue patterns and updates your UTM in real time
through the cloud. So you know you have the latest in network defense—automatically.

“… the (Sophos
UTM) interface
just works, plain
and simple. In
fact, I think this
interface might
even surpass
TMG’s when
it comes to
usability.”3

With Sophos UTM, you can also shield your network in ways just not possible with TMG. For
example, you can stop traffic to and from countries you have no interest in communicating
with, significantly reducing your attack surface.
TMG’s web protection is easily improved upon with Sophos UTM. Sophos UTM ties right into
your existing Active Directory server, and lets you apply policies to your existing users and
groups without a conversion processor or configuration changes. With full support for single
sign-on (SSO), your users can be protected effortlessly in minutes.

Sophos UTM allows you select countries for which you want to block all traffic, significantly
reducing your attack surface area
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Sophos UTM lets you apply much more granular permissions than TMG ever could. For
instance, you can:
Monitor and control web applications in real time. Making configuration changes and
blocking or shaping traffic on the fly, using detailed patterns. For example, deny Facebook
chat while still allowing Facebook wall posts, or limit all YouTube traffic.
Manage access to websites. With over 100 categories to choose from, maximize
productivity and control access to inappropriate websites.
Enforce the safe-search features of major search engines. Without changing anything on
your client browsers.

Sophos UTM uses more than 100 categories for controlling access to inappropriate websites
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Advanced VPN for Easy Remote Access
TMG allows you to build basic site-to-site VPN tunnels using IPSec, and connect remote
users with two kinds of legacy technologies (PPTP and IPSEC). You should take this
opportunity to consider the much easier and more flexible VPN solutions available today.
Sophos UTM gives you an entire suite of options to meet your needs, and connect the
latest devices to your network from anywhere in the world. You can easily set up site-tosite connections using traditional IPSec, or with an SSL-based tunnel engine that works in
environments which block IPSec. Going further, our unique Layer-2 VPN tightly binds your
offices together and allows for communication of services like DHCP—which is simply not
possible with TMG.
Remote users can log in with integrated clients on their mobile devices, and choose from
five different technologies to connect their Windows, Mac and Linux laptops—including a
full browser-based HTML5 VPN that requires no client at all! Sophos has gone above and
beyond in providing a rich set of powerful VPN tools that are simple to manage.

“Sophos UTM
supports pretty
much any VPN
technology out on
the market today…
I have yet to see a
less complicated
way of configuring
site-to-site
connections, my
hat’s off to Sophos
for this one.”3

You can easily set up site-to-site connections using traditional IPSec, or with an
SSL-based tunnel engine
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Web Application Firewall and
Robust Reverse-Proxy
A key component of TMG that you need to have is reverse proxy and web application
firewall capabilities that protect your outward facing servers and resources from attack.
Replacement solutions must allow your offsite users to communicate with essential
corporate resources like Exchange or SharePoint. And it must provide features like SSL
offloading and security features for database fields, forms and cookies.
Sophos UTM is a replacement for TMG’s reverse proxy, allowing you to wrap your web
server applications in layers of security to protect them against hackers and threats. Our
Web Server Security provides antivirus scanning and stops SQL injection and cross-site
scripting attacks, so you don’t have to be an expert in database and server hardening.
Of course, your clients can communicate with servers over Outlook Anywhere and you can
make your Outlook Web Access login page available only to securely connected clients
with ease. The reverse proxy is further outfitted with SSL offloading abilities, a dynamic
whitelisting path system called URL hardening, as well as security features for cookies and
forms.

Sophos UTM includes a robust reverse-proxy to protect your servers from attacks and
malicious behavior
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Complete On-Box Reporting and
Dynamic Monitoring
TMG reports lack helpful features like drill-downs, filtering and customization, and TMG
uses a variety of third party add-ons to address these shortcomings. When considering
prospective replacements, make sure they don’t suffer from some of the same weaknesses.
You don’t want to have to buy additional hardware, software, or both to do reporting. Many
vendors sell reporting as an extra cost add-on that requires a separate server or appliance.
Sophos’ integrated on-box reporting and dynamic monitoring is a key strength. Our UTM’s
built-in reporting means you’ll know exactly what's happening on the network. It enables
you to identify problems quickly and shape policies to get the best protection, performance
and productivity. Detailed informational reports with deep drill-down capabilities are
standard, and stored locally, with no separate tools required.
In addition, at-a-glance flow monitors show usage trends—providing real-time insights into
network activity. Report anonymization hides user names, requiring the four-eyes principle
to unhide them.

“This level of detail
and customization
means that UTM
can run just about
any possible
report imaginable,
thus making it
one of its greatest
strong points in
my opinion.”3

Sophos UTM provides a complete set of pre-defined reports with deep drill-down and
customization options
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Key Capabilities Compared
TMG

UTM

Adds even more...

Hyper-V Support

More deployment choices (HW, SW, VM, Cloud)

Firewall (stateful packet filtering)

Advanced Routing, Country Blocking

IPS

11,000 IPS attack patterns – Live Protection

Exchange anti-spam, anti-malware

User Portal Quarantine, Email encryption

Redundancy

WAN redundancy & load balancing

Logging/Reporting

Customizable reports, Drill-down, and more

Client VPNs (PPTP/L2TP)

Added flexibility (SSL, HTML5)

Site-to-Site VPNs (IPSEC)

Broader VPN Support, Amazon VPC, RED

URL Filtering

Reputation filtering, Customizable categories

Content Scanning

Real-time App Control

Malware Scanning

Dual Engine, Backed by Sophos Labs

HTTPS Scanning

HTTPS Scanning in Transparent Mode

User Authentication

Added flexibility, Transparent Mode

Reverse Proxy

WAF with server hardening

Reverse Proxy SSL Offloading

Included feature of WAF

Reverse Proxy Authentication

Basic and form-based authentication
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Sophos UTM: Your Best Alternative
TMG has provided a broad set of features widely adopted by many Microsoft partners and
might otherwise be sorely missed without an adequate replacement. Sophos UTM lets you
easily replace TMG, providing a simple way to keep your network and users secure. Sophos
UTM’s technologies are tightly integrated—working better together. And, most importantly,
it’s easier to manage than any other UTM product on the market.
You don’t have to take our word for it—industry experts who have looked at the alternatives
give us high marks. West Coast Labs’ April 2013 Threat Assessment Journal concludes:

“The combination of security technologies included, along
with extended functionality and central management, should
appeal to companies who are considering rationalizing their
protection into a single solution from a single, well-respected
vendor. Sophos UTM has shown and continues to show itself
to be a worthy candidate for inclusion on any shortlist of
consolidated protection devices.”4
Sophos UTM not only replaces your aging Microsoft TMG with all the features and
capabilities you need, but can also expand your protection to add even more capabilities
than TMG could ever offer. And you can add them whenever you want. For example, you
can add an integrated wireless controller with a full range of plug-and-play wireless access
points. Or add a unique, low-cost plug-and-protect RED device for easy secure branch-office
VPN extensions to your network, and much more.

“Many products
claim to be the
best choice, but
don’t have all of
the functionality
of TMG. Sophos
Unified Threat
Management is
different. Sophos
UTM combines
a firewall with
anti-malware,
VPN, anti-spam,
IPS, forward
and reverse
proxying with
authentication and
more.”5

Take it from industry experts who have compared multiple candidates and thoroughly
tested their features: Sophos UTM is the best TMG replacement solution and the easy
choice to replace your TMG solution.

Get Started Today
Visit www.sophos.com/TMG to learn more and sign up for a free trial of Sophos UTM.
Or, contact your Sophos UTM authorized reseller or Sophos Representative for more
information and to take advantage of a special limited time TMG replacement offer.
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